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Family
owned.

Family
operated.

SINCE 1956

As an industry-leading innovator, TAPCO 
manufactures and distributes a wide portfolio of 
traffic and parking safety solutions designed to 
increase safe travels for all. Since 1956, we have set 
the standard for delivering reliable, cutting-edge 
traffic safety enhancements. From our world-
renowned line of LED-enhanced BlinkerSign® 
solutions to our pedestrian crossing products and 
early detection warning systems, safety is at the 
heart of all TAPCO innovations.

Generations of Expertise 
Working alongside traffic professionals for more than 60 years 
gives our team an exclusive perspective on the past, present 
and future needs of the traffic and parking safety industry. 

A Nationwide Reach
With successful solution installations throughout 
all 50 states, we understand the safety concerns 
communities face across the nation.

Innovative, Smart City Technology 
Our mission is to continue to lead the 
industry with an innovative, customer-
focused approach that evolves with the 
technological demands of our customers.

Award-Winning Mindset 
As a family-owned company, we take pride in establishing 
and maintaining our innovative culture.
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Wrong-Way Driving: 
A Nationwide Problem
Considered the most serious type of traffic collision 
because of their head-on nature, wrong-way driving 
accidents claim an average of 360 lives each year on United 
States roadways. As wrong-way accidents become more 
commonplace, many traffic professionals are struggling to 
combat these deadly collisions.

Impaired or Confused Drivers

Seventy-one percent of wrong-
way drivers have alcohol in their 
system at the time of collision.  
Regardless of impairment, 
problematic highway ramps 
can lead to driver confusion and 
increased wrong-way incidents.

Slow Response Time

Every second of a wrong-
way driving event is critical. 
Departments are regularly late to 
respond as they traditionally rely 
upon civilian 911 calls to inform 
them of wrong-way drivers.

Lack of Insight

A lack of consistent, reliable 
data, including where and when 
incidents occur, leaves sites 
vulnerable to future incidents 
and local officials in the dark on 
how to remedy problem ramps.

Contributing Factors



Warn

If the driver continues past 
the system, a predetermined 
message can be displayed on 
system-integrated dynamic 
overhead message boards to 
warn right-way drivers while 
authorities pursue the vehicle.
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Correct

Drivers react to flashing alerts and routinely self-correct. TAPCO 
Wrong-Way Alert Systems report every wrong-way detection, 
including self-corrections, providing officials the insight to correct 
notorious trouble spots.

Detect

 
Instantly detects any 
wrong-way vehicle

Alert

Immediately flashes 
alert signal

Notify

Sends notification alerts 
to authorities

TAPCO Wrong-Way 
Alert System

Since 2012, Departments of Transportation and 
traffic engineers have turned to TAPCO Wrong-

Way Alert Systems to reduce wrong-way events.

Proven to reduce  
wrong-way events by 38%*

 * TEXAS TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE: ASSESSMENT 
OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF  WRONG-WAY DRIVING 
COUNTERMEASURES AND MITIGATION METHODS

 “ We installed 25 systems…The previous five years at the locations 
we put these systems, there were 16 crashes, 23 injuries and eight 
fatalities. During the last 18 months in all of those locations, we 
have had zero crashes, zero injuries and zero fatalities. ” 

  PETER ALVIT
  DIRECTOR, RHODE ISLAND DOT
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LED ILLUMINATOR 
for nighttime camera 

visibility and vehicle 
confirmation

DETECTION  
SENSOR DEVICE 

for wrong-way 
vehicle detection 

(customizable based 
on ramp configuration 

and site conditions) 

CELLULAR MODEM  
for remote communication 

using TAPCO Blinklink® 
cloud-based software

SOLAR PANEL 
efficiently charges system 
batteries for continuous, 
autonomous operation

HIGH SPEED 
MULTI-FEATURED 
CAMERA  
for logging capabilities 
and confirmation images

MUTCD-COMPLIANT 
BLINKERSIGN®  
designed with the latest 
LED technology for 
visibility up to 1,000 feet

ADVANCED ELECTRONIC 
CONTROLS 
designed specifically for 
reliable, consistent TAPCO  
wrong-way detection

Components 
& Features

(Patents #6,943,698; #6,693,556)
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Wrong-Way Red Rectangular 
Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFB)

Wrong-Way BlinkerBeacon™Wrong-Way BlinkerSign®

TAPCO Wrong-Way Solutions
Driver alert Driver alert plus  

noti�cation & report

Static sign BlinkerSign® Vehicle-activated 
BlinkerSign®

Smart Alert 
Solution 

MUTCD R5-1a Wrong-Way sign  
with  re�ective sheeting

LED-Enhanced Flashing Driver Alert
utilizing BlinkerSign®, BlinkerBeacon™ or RRFB technology

AC or Solar Powered 
options available to work in any environment

Dusk ‘til Dawn Operation
for triggering nighttime only �ashing alerts

Time Clock
to program �ashing alerts within speci�c time-frames

Wrong-Way Detection
activates �ashing alerts when Wrong-Way vehicle 
is detected

BlinkLink® Integration
to seamlessly add Wrong-Way systems into existing  
infrastructure and provide  audit reporting

Email/SMS Noti�cation of Wrong-Way Event
immediately sends emails/SMS noti�cation to  
predetermined recipients

Image Veri�cation of Wrong-Way Event 
capture incidents with a range of camera options

Voice Noti�cation of Wrong-Way Event
immediately calls predetermined recipients with 
Wrong-Way vehicle information

Battery Status
easily identify battery health

Solar Monitoring
verify system is appropriately powered in solar installations
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BlinkLink® 
powered by TAPCO

BlinkLink® powered by TAPCO is the easy-to-use, 
cloud-based software integrated with TAPCO 
Wrong-Way Alert Systems that traffic officials use 
to manage and monitor their systems.

As the brain of TAPCO Wrong-Way Alert Systems, 
BlinkLink® collects real-time data, sends out SMS/ 
Email alert notifications and is securely connected 
through reliable cellular networks.

Monitor

Easily view the status of every 
TAPCO Wrong-Way Alert System 
from the interactive map view and 
gather historical data.

Manage

Eliminate time-consuming site 
visits by remotely managing each 
system anywhere, on any device.

Report

Generate custom reports to 
analyze system activation 
trends and gain insight to 
problem areas. 

Notify
Keep your whole team 
informed when a wrong-way 
driver is detected by selecting 
multiple SMS/Email alert 
noti�cation recipients.

Correct tra�c 
�ow  indicator

Location and  
time of incident

High speed dual cameras 
record Wrong-Way event images 

& immediately upload to BlinkLink®

Patent Reg. No. 4,987,040
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